Chinese and Western Combinations
Aries (Dragon) Month
Combination with Dragon Year:

"Being" Mars, Fire, Cardinal

Take Charge" Yang-Positive Wood


This combination knows they are winners so there is no need for pretense in that regard. They are capable of staggering feats of deception and actions that shock not just neighborhoods, but entire countries. Their manners, however, incline people to believe that they are dealing with a naïve parochial school student. This combination does have an Achilles heel though; actually, it is more like an Achilles foot. They are bleeding hearts of sympathy. They never saw a movie that did not make them cry and they never heard a tale of tragedy they did not believe. Tell them you lost all your money to an Internet scam and they will cover your mortgage for a year. The Aries-Dragon is a mind-boggling combination of energy, refinement and street smarts. You might think of them as Donald Trump with a Ph.D in Etiquette. This combination is slick and that is unusual for an Aries. It is just that there is such a deep drive for success that their native intelligence can morph into cunning. All this is nicely hidden behind a perfectly polite and engaging persona that is supremely self-assured.

Romance: There are two ways for a person in love with an Aries-Dragon to handle this. First, relish those times together because they are such great lovers you may forget about transgressions. The second approach is to use the above mentioned sob-story technique. Whine and cry and act heartbroken. This is sure to work, at least for a while. This combination is the romantic, the seducer and the seduced. Love, if you want to call it that, or sex, if you are the cynical type, is this combination’s middle name. That means that loyalty to a partner is not part of this combination’s makeup.

Relationships: Unpleasant matches are Cancer-Dogs and Buffalos, Capricorn-Buffalo & Libra-Dog. Problems of compatibility are likely in those combinations. Good matches for the Aries-Dragon are Gemini-Rats, Monkeys, Aquarius-Monkeys, Sagittarius-Rats, and Leo-Rats & Monkeys.

Family Life: They might be perfectly good spouses or parents but that is not enough for this combination, which needs those challenges in life to feel fulfilled and complete. This combination shuns the routine in favor of the limelight. Aries-Dragons are after
some kind of fame and adulations. Fortune is fine as a challenge, but it is other people who they want as their currency and that mean something beyond the family.

**Likelihood:** What about starting a youth symphony, establishing a language school or saving endangered parrots in the Amazon? All of this is done in their spare time from their professions as a lawyer in Washington, D.C. where they were law clerks for the Supreme Court. Plainly put, this sign is driven. The Aries-Dragon lives for challenges for their entire life. They are A students who get into the finest schools while lettering in track and play saxophone in a blues band on the weekend. They are first violinist in the city orchestra. If such opportunities do not present themselves, the Aries-Dragon will create challenges from whole cloth.

**Famous Aries/Dragons:** Verlaine, Irving Wallace, Anita Bryant.